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Thomas Fitzpatrick (trapper) - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Thomas Fitzpatrick c.1799-1854, American trapper, fur trader, and guide, one of the agent for Native Americans, was one of the most prominent mountain men. Broken Hand, the life of Thomas Fitzpatrick, mountain man, guide and Indian agent.


Fitzpatrick's three successive careers as mountain man, guide, and Indian agent-spanned thirty years of the dramatic early westward movement. Known by the Broken Hand, the Life of Thomas Fitzpatrick, Mountain Man, Guide. Broken Hand, The Life Story Of Thomas Fitzpatrick, Chief Of The.

Thomas Fitzpatrick (1799-1854), American trapper, guide, and government agent for Native Americans, was one of the most prominent mountain men. Broken Hand, the life of Thomas Fitzpatrick, mountain man, guide and Indian agent, Broken Hand: The Life of Thomas Fitzpatrick, Mountain Man, Guide. Tom (Broken Hand) Fitzpatrick on the Fremont expeditions. Born in Ireland in 1799, Tom Fitzpatrick was the old man of the 2nd expedition. head of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company, and as guide to early wagon trains to Oregon. was held by the Indian tribes, Colonel Thomas Fitzpatrick was appointed Indian Agent of Broken Hand: the life of Thomas Fitzpatrick: mountain man, guide. Tom Fitzpatrick Fitzpatrick, Thomas (Broken Hand), mountain man, Indian agent (1799-Feb. Ireland, Fitzpatrick became one of the three or four greatest mountain men and Indian narrowly escaping with his life after immense hardships, during which his hair In 1843 Fitzpatrick was guide for Fremont's second expedition, becoming at and Ghent in their brilliantly written book, Broken Hand, repre- sent their hero, Thomas Fitzpatrick, as perhaps the outstanding figure among mountain men. Broken Hand: The Life of Thomas Fitzpatrick, Mountain Man, Guide. Buy Broken Hand: The Life of Thomas Fitzpatrick: Mountain Man, Guide and Indian Agent (Bison Book) by LeRoy R. Hafen (ISBN: 9780803272088) from Mountain Men and Fur Traders of the Far West: Eighteen books Red! This copy of Broken Hand: The Life of Thomas Fitzpatrick, Mountain Man, Guide and Indian Agent (Bison Book S) offered for sale by Wonder Book for $7.48